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ABSTRACT  

This paper focuses on the study of the release rate in a family of modified silica mesoporous supports. A 

collection of solids containing ethyl, butyl, hexyl, octyl, decyl, octadecyl, docosyl and triacontyl groups 

anchored on the pore outlets of mesoporous MCM-41 has been prepared and characterized. Controlled 

release from pore voids has been studied through the delivery of the dye complex tris(2,2’-

bipyridyl)ruthenium(II). Delivery rates were found to be dependent on the alkyl chain length anchored 

on the pore outlets of the mesoporous scaffolding. Moreover, release rates follow a Higuchi diffusion 

model and Higuchi constants for the different hybrid solids have been calculated. A decrease of the 

Higuchi constants was observed as the alkyl chain used to tune the release profile is longer confirming 

the effect that the different alkyl chains anchored into the pore mouths exerted on the delivery of the 

cargo. Furthermore, in order to better understand the relation between pore outlets decoration and 

release rate, studies using molecular dynamics simulations employing force-field methods have been 

carried out. A good agreement between the calculations and the experimental observations was 

observed. 

KEYWORDS: Controlled release, mesoporous supports, diffusion, alkyl chains. 

 

INTRODUCTION 

 Since the 20th century second half, chemical species controlled release had been a very active 

research field. The delivery of certain compounds or drugs in a controlled fashion is of crucial interest in 

many scientific disciplines such as biology, farmacology and medicine. For this reason a great amount of 

new delivery dispositives using several strategies have been developed. For instance, microcapsules,1 

micelles,2 vesicles,3 dendrimers4 or polymeric matrixes5 have been extensively used for controlled 
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release of target guests. Silica mesoporous supports (SMPS), discovered at the end of the past century, 

made researchers to focus their attention in a new approach for cargo storage and delivery. The reasons 

of interest were mainly related to the distinctive characteristics of SMPS such as their high surface area, 

inertness, thermal stability, the presence of tunable pore sizes with a diameter of ca. 2-10 nm, 

homogeneous pore distribution and the well-known procedures that can be used for their surface 

functionalization.6 The first silica mesoporous-based system for controlled release of chemical species 

was prepared by the Vallet-Regí research group. In this pioneering work a MCM-41 scaffold was loaded 

with ibuprofen as a model compound and the drug delivery kinetics was studied. The authors showed 

that it was possible to design drug release systems selecting the appropriate matrix and cargo.7 Later, the 

same authors reported that inner silica surface functionalization with certain organic moieties, which 

could give supramolecular interactions with the guest, is an ideal way to accommodate the molecules 

and also to control the delivery rate.8 This simple load and delivery methodology using SMPS has been 

extensively used, but in some cases presents certain limitations such as the possible irreversible lost of 

functionality, and the difficulty in the design of systems capable of both molecule accommodation and 

appropriate sustained release.  

In a further advance in this field, the possibility of incorporating in the external surface of SMPS 

functional groups capable of being opened or closed at will has resulted in the design of gated hybrid 

mesoporous supports for advanced control delivery applications. In fact, the unique architecture of 

SMPS containing parallel pores with two unique openings, makes it possible to design gated systems 

able to achieve zero release and which can be fully opened on-command using a variety of physical, 

chemical or biochemical stimuli.9 For instance, gated SMPS displaying controlled release features using 

light, redox reactions, pH changes and biomolecules have been described.  

The first gate-like hybrid material was developed by Fujiwara et al.10 Their innovative system was 

able to control cholestane and other molecules transport by irradiation with the appropriate light due to 

the reversible photodimerization of coumarin molecules that were decorating the pore outlets. Since 

then, some light-triggered systems based on cis-trans isomerization of azobenzene moieties,11 
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supramolecular interactions between -cyclodextrin and photosensitive azobenzene groups,12 or 

photoswitchable molecules as spiropyrans13 have been reported. Another widely used stimulus is pH. 

Since some of us reported in 2004 the first gated hybrid support operative in an aqueous solution, using 

SMPS functionalized with polyamines on the external surface that can be tuned under pH and anion 

control,14 additional systems involving carboxylates15 pseudorotaxanes,16 inclusion complexes with 

cucurbit[6]uril,17 cucurbit[7]uril,18 and -cyclodextrins19 have been also described. Furthermore a 

combination of pH and other stimuli has been achieved highlighting the importance of that operational 

mode.20  Redox-driven gate-like scaffoldings are up to the same standard that pH. Lin’s pioneering 

group has developed hybrid solids using mesoporous scaffoldings capped with CdS, gold, or magnetic 

nanoparticles attached through disulfide linkages that were broken up upon addition of certain reducing 

compounds.21 Using this kind of stimulus, Zink and Stoddart also prepared several gated materials based 

on redox-active rotaxanes and pseudorotaxanes moieties.22Apart from the examples that use redox-,23 

light-, and pH-triggered24 systems, some alternative stimuli have been used such as temperature25 or the 

presence of certain small molecules.26 Moreover, in the last years, gated SMPS able to deliver the cargo 

triggered by bio-molecules have attracted the attention of researchers and for instance enzyme-activated 

systems,27 hybrid functional materials using antigen-antibody interactions,28 aptamer-target recognition29 

or oligonucleotide hybridization30 have been used in mesoporous supports for controlled release 

applications. 

The above are nice examples that show the appearance of synergistic features arising from the 

combination of solid structures and suitable functional groups which results in the development of new 

and more sophisticated systems showing enhanced delivery properties.31 In these systems surface 

functionalisation is a key issue. In relation to this surface chemical modification, apart of the gated 

ensemble that control the opening or close of the pores, it is also possible to built molecular obstacles at 

the pore outlets able to modulate mass transport at the nanometric level. Moreover, this operational way 

that could achieve tuned release via barrier formation at the pore mouths, will not be an impediment for 

the possible chemical modification of the inner pore surface with the objective of guest loading in the 
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pore voids. Following this approach the design of more complex delivery systems in which the events of 

guest accommodation (via functionalisation of the inner pores), on-command delivery (via anchoring 

capped or gated ensembles) and modulation of the delivery rate (via incorporation of molecular obstacle 

at the pore outlets) can be envisioned. 

In this present work we have focused our attention to the control in the delivery rate via the chemical 

modification of the pore entrances on SMPS by covalent bonding of aliphatic chains as model barriers. 

It was expected that different length chains could lead a change in guest delivery rate from the inner 

pores to the solution, allowing a tuned release of the cargo. This effect has been studied through the 

delivery of a model compound (a ruthenium(II) dye probe) and it is discussed in terms of the release 

time and the Higuchi diffusion model. Moreover, in order to better understand the relation between the 

pore outlets decoration and delivery, the results have been studied according to molecular dynamics 

simulations using force-field methods.  

 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

Design and synthesis. For the design of hybrid materials for tuned release, we selected a 

nanoparticulated mesoporous material of the MCM-41 family as a suitable inorganic support, due to its 

high homogeneous porosity, inertness and ease of functionalization on its surface. As diffusion 

controllers (molecular obstacles at the pore outlets), we used alkyl chains of different length that were 

anchored on the external surface of the mesoporous material. For monitoring purposes, we selected the 

dye tris(2,2’-bipyridyl)ruthenium(II) chloride as probe that has been widely used to study the functional 

open/close protocol in gated materials depicted in Scheme 2.  

To ensure the right arrangement of the constituent building blocks, these should be set out in a 

programmed mode. Thus, the silica mesoporous nanoparticles must contain the cargo in the pores, 

whereas the alkyl chains should ideally only be anchored in the pore outlets. In order to achieve this 

organization we first prepared the support and suspended it in a solution of the tris(2,2’-

bipyridyl)ruthenium(II) chloride in acetonitrile. Then, after removal of adsorbed water in the solid by 
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distillation, the suspension was stirred for 24 hours at room temperature with the aim of completely 

loading the pores of the MCM-41 scaffolding. The final orange solid (C0) was filtered, washed with 

acetonitrile and dried at 50 oC for 12 hours. To obtain solids Cn, were n is the number of carbons of the 

alkyl chain, C0 solid was suspended in anhydrous toluene, in which ruthenium (II) complex is insoluble, 

and the corresponding organosilane was added to the suspension under vigorous stirring. The resulting 

orange solid was filtered, washed with toluene and dried at 50 ºC for 12 h. This synthetic procedure 

assures a preferential grafting of the alkyl chains in the external surface rather than inside the pore walls, 

which are filled by the ruthenium (II) dye. Following this synthetic protocol (see the Experimental 

Section for further details) a collection of hybrid solids containing chains of 2, 4, 6, 8, 10, 18, 22 and 30 

carbon atoms appended on the pore outlets have been prepared. Scheme 1 shows a schematic 

representation of the prepared solids functionalized with alkyl chain length grafted in the mesopore 

mouths.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Scheme 1. Representation of the synthetic procedure to obtain hybrid solids  
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Scheme 2. Representation of alkyl chains tuning effect on guest release rate from mesopore voids to a 

solution.  

Characterization of functional hybrid solids. All new solids were characterized using standard 

procedures. Figure 1 shows powder X-ray diffraction patterns of the nanoparticulated MCM-41 support, 

the C0 solid and the C22 functionalized material. Powder XRD of siliceous nanoparticulated MCM-41 

as-synthesized (curve a) shows four low-angle reflections typical of a hexagonal array that can be 

indexed as (100), (110), (200) and (210) Bragg peaks. A displacement of the (100) peak in the powder 

XRD of the nanoparticulated MCM-41 calcined sample is clearly appreciated in curve b, corresponding 

to an approximate cell contraction of 7 Å. This displacement and the broadening of the (110) and (200) 

peaks are related to further condensation of silanol groups during the calcination step. Curve c 

corresponds to the C0 powder XRD pattern. In this case, a slight intensity decrease of the (100) 

reflection and a broadening of the (110) and (200) reflections is observed, most likely related to a loss of 

contrast due to the filling of the pore voids with the ruthenium (II) dye. Finally, curve d corresponds to 

the C22 powder XRD pattern in which the typical peak (100) is still observed confirming that the 

structure is not affected after the loading of the dye and the covalent bonding of the corresponding alkyl 

chain at the pore outlets. Powder XRD of all the remaining hybrid solids are similar to that of solid C22. 

Furthermore, these results are consistent with TEM studies. Inset of Figure 1 shows a representative 

image of solid C22 (similar images were found for the other hybrid solids) where the typical hexagonal 

Massive release Tuned release

Short chain alkylsilanes

Long chain alkylsilanes
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porosity of MCM-41 matrix can be observed. In addition, the image also evidences the spherical 

morphology of the particles with a diameter around 100-200 nm.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1. Powder X-ray diffraction patterns of the solids (a) MCM-41 as-synthesized (b) calcined 

MCM-41 (c) solid C0 containing the ruthenium (II) dye and (d) solid C22 containing the ruthenium dye 

and docosyl chains at the pore outlets (similar for the rest of Cn solids). Inset: Representative TEM 

image of C22. 

Isothermal N2 adsorption-desorption studies of the nanoparticulated MCM-41 calcined material, the 

dye-loaded material C0 and selected C4 and C18 hybrid solids were carried out. MCM-41 scaffolding 

curves show two sharp adsorption steps (see Figure 2, black filled points). The isotherm of this parent 

silica shows a first step at intermediate P/P0 values (0.1-0.4) typical of mesoporous solids related to the 

nitrogen condensation inside the mesopores by capillarity. The absence of a hysteresis loop in this 

interval and the narrow pore distribution suggest the existence of uniform cylindrical mesopores with a 

pore volume of 0.68 cm3 g-1 calculated by using the Barret, Joyner and Halenda (BJH) model on the 

adsorption branch of the isotherm. The application of the Brunauer-Emmett-Teller (BET) model resulted 

in a value for the total specific surface of 870.6 m2/g. From the powder XRD, porosimetry and TEM 

studies, the a0 cell parameter (4.16 nm), the pore diameter (2.44 nm) and a value for the wall thickness 

(1.72 nm) were calculated. In addition to this adsorption step associated to the micelle generated 

mesopores, a second feature appears in the isotherm at a high relative pressure (P/P0 > 0.8). This second 
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step corresponds to the filling of the large voids among the particles that must be considered as a 

textural-like porosity (0.25 cm3/g). In this case, curves show a characteristic H1 hysteresis loop and a 

wide pore size distribution. 

The N2 adsorption-desorption isotherms of samples C0, C4 and C18 that are shown in Figure 2 (white 

filled points) are typical of mesoporous materials with partially filled pores. BET specific surface values, 

and BJH pore volumes and sizes, calculated from the N2 adsorption-desorption isotherms are listed in 

Table 1. In all samples the dye uptake (in C0, C4 and C18) and the functional groups grafting (in C4 

and C18) leads to a significant decrease in the pore volume and surface area when compared to the 

parent silica. The most relevant feature is the absence of a sharp step at low-medium relative pressure 

(0.1 < P/P0 < 0.4). In fact, although the two typical adsorption steps clearly remain, these solids shows a 

remarkable decrease of nitrogen absorption in that region when compared (at the same scale) to those of 

the MCM-41 calcined support, which suggests that pore voids are filled in a large extent with the dye or 

blocked with the alkyl chains. Moreover, a regular tendency with the alkyl chain length is observed. 

Then, for similar values of dye uptake (see below), a more efficient blocking effect is observed as the 

alkyl chain length increases when compared with the absence of hydrocarbonated groups (C0). Hence, 

BET surface area decrease of a 49.5%, 60.5% and 68.9% is observed for samples C0, C4 and C18, 

respectively (when compared to MCM-41). In a similar way, the intra-particle mesopore volume (P/P0 < 

0.6) also decreases a 50.9%, 67.6% and 72.1% for samples C0, C4 and C18, respectively. This tendency 

of the intra-particle porosity does not affect in a significant way to the mesoporous size. Although wider 

BJH mesopore size distributions can be appreciated for samples C0, C4 and C18 when compared to 

MCM-41, it must be remarked that the maximum in their respective BJH distributions (see Table 1) 

clearly shifts towards lower mesopore sizes: from 2.44 nm (MCM-41) to values in the 2.24-2.34 nm 

range. Assuming that the dye loading process and the anchoring of the alkyl chains do not alter the silica 

walls, the remaining porosity for C0, C4 and C18 must be due to a certain proportion of empty or 

partially filled mesopores, since a certain dye leaching during the subsequent anchoring with alkyl 

groups cannot be completely discarded. 
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Figure 2. Nitrogen adsorption-desorption isotherms for MCM-41 mesoporous material, C0 (A), C4 

(B) and C18 (C) hybrid materials, and their corresponding dye released material (C0-1, C4-1, and C18-

1) .  

Additionally, the curves show a N2 adsorption at high relative pressure similar to the calcined MCM-

41, confirming the presence of the textural porosity. Variations in the inter-particle textural pore volume 

and pore size observed can be associated to the synthetic procedure followed to obtain the hybrid solids, 

which implies solvent changes, even to a certain interparticle spacer-effect provided by alkyl groups 

hindering the usual aggregation of silica nanoparticles (in C4 and C18). In any case, this large pore 

system has a low significance for the application described in this work. 

In order to complete this study, delivery of the dye from solids C0, C4 and C18 was allowed in water 

for a long period of time and the resulting materials (C0-1, C4-1 and C18-1) were characterized through 

N2 adsorption-desorption isotherm studies (see Figure 2 and Table 2). These later solids show typical 

features of cylindrical empty mesopores with a sharp adsorption step at 0.1 < P/P0 < 0.4. Moreover, an 

increase in the nitrogen adsorption and BJH pore volume with respect to C0, C4 and C18 is observed 

after dye delivery. This partially recovered mesoporosity confirms that the dye was accommodated 

inside the mesopores of C0, C4 and C8 loaded materials.  

From the obtained data, pore volume in the low-medium relative pressures can give some information 

of the role played by the alkyl chains decorating pore outlets of final hybrid materials. As it can be 

observed in Table 1, the mesopore volume of the unloaded materials (P/P0 < 0.6) is recovered after dye 

release. In fact, the final achieved volume for samples C0-1 (without chain), C4-1 and C18-1 is an 
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89.7%, 83.8% and 73.5% of the respective value for the parent silica. This similar evolution can be 

appreciated for the BET surface area values. Moreover, the fact that the porosity was not completely 

restored is probably due to the presence of a certain proportion of undelivered dye, that could be 

physisorbed in the pore walls (in C0, C4 and C18) or even trapped or blocked by the alkyl chains 

anchored at the mesopore mouths (in C4 and C18). This role played by the functional organic groups is 

supported by the BJH mesopore volumes evolution since the recovered mesoporosity (respect to the 

parent silica) decreases as the alkyl chain length increases.  

Table 1. BET specific surface values, pore volumes and pore sizes calculated from the N2 adsorption-

desorption isotherms for selected materials. 

 
SBET  

(m2g-1) 

BJH 

pore 

(P/P0 < 

0.6)a 

(nm) 

Maximum at 

the BJH pore 

size 

distribution 

(nm) 

BJH pore 

(P/P0 > 

0.6)b (nm) 

Total pore 

volumec 

(cm3g-1) 

Pore 

volume 

(P/P0 < 

0.6)d (cm3 

g-1) 

Pore 

volume 

(P/P0 > 

0.6)e (cm3 

g-1) 

MCM-41 870.6 2.44 2.44 30.65 0.93 0.68 0.25 

C0 439.7 2.58 2.24 62.17 0.97 0.30 0.67 

C0-1 810.3 2.44 2.44 42.26 1.29 0.61 0.68 

C4 343.7 2.59 2.25 36.50 0.52 0.22 0.30 

C4-1 824.9 2.36 2.25 46.79 1.25 0.57 0.68 

C18 270.3 2.57 2.34 34.74 0.49 0.19 0.30 

C18-1 720.7 2.37 2.37 36.86 0.98 0.50 0.48 

a Pore size estimated by using the BJH model applied on the adsorption branch of the isotherm, for 

P/P0 < 0.6, which can be associated to the surfactant generated mesopores. 
b Pore size estimated by using the BJH model applied on the adsorption branch of the isotherm, for 

P/P0 > 0.6, which can be associated to the textural porosity. 
c Total pore volume according to the BJH model.  
d Pore volume for P/P0 < 0.6, which can be associated to the surfactant generated mesopores.  
e Pore volume for P/P0 > 0.6, which can be associated to the textural porosity. 

 

Moreover, the dry conditions achieved during the sample evacuation prior to the analysis probably 

favours a certain collapse of the hydrocarbon groups anchored to the pore entrances. In any case, the 

porosity data suggest that despite long alkyl chains do not prevent dye release (vide infra), they can exert 
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the desired effect on the matter traffic, changing the release rate of encapsulated molecules from the pore 

voids to the solution. 

The quantification of the content of the alkyl chain and the ruthenium (II) complex for each solid was 

accomplished by thermogravimetric studies and elemental analysis. The results are summarized in Table 

2. Typical dye content is in the 0.44-0.54 mmol/gSiO2 range, whereas the anchored alkylic groups are in 

the 0.89-1.09 mmol/gSiO2 range. 

 

Table 2. Organic content and calculated t1/2 and KH for each prepared hybrid solid. 

Solid C 

atoms  

Alkyl chain 

content          

(mmol g-1SiO2)

  

Dye content 

(mmol g-1SiO2) 

t1/2 [a]  

(s) 

kH
[b] 

C0 0 0 0.46 - - 

C2 2 0.89 0.44 - - 

C4 4 0.89 0.46 - - 

C6 6 0.92 0.44 - - 

C8 8 1.09 0.46 23 10.25 

C10 10 0.91 0.54 39 8.32 

C18 18 0.84 0.54 49 7.70 

C22 22 0.96 0.51 72 5.52 

C30 30 1.01 0.51 223 4.02 

[a] Calculated time to deliver 50% of ruthenium(II) probe from pore voids 
[b] Calculated Higuchi constant 

 

The high content of alkyl groups anchored on the silica indicates that the functionalization is not 

restricted only to the external surface, and then a certain modification of the internal, but close to pore 

mouths, surface occurs. The ability of the alkyl-silanes to modify the internal surface even in the case of 

materials with filled mesopores (with guest species) has been previously documented.32 Taking into 

account that normal density of silanol groups in silica materials is 6 Si-OH nm-2 and that the molecules 

used to modify the surface have three reactive groups (ethoxy-, methoxy- or chlorosilanes), the 
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maximum density of alkyl chains in the synthesized hybrid solids can be estimated around 2-3 

molecules per nm2. As the average determined amount of alkyl chains is 0.99 mmol/gSiO2, it can be 

calculated a necessary surface of around 199 nm2 to anchor all the alkyl chains in the case of 3 

molecules/nm2. On the other hand, an external surface area of the starting MCM-41 particles of 70 m2/g 

was determined from adsorption isotherms on the as-synthesized material. Then, it is calculated that 

around 129 nm2 of the total internal surface will be modified with alkyl chain. Furthermore, from TEM 

images, we estimated that nanoparticles diameter was 100 nm. Thus, the average mesopore length would 

also be 100 nm. Bearing in mind that each mesopore has two entrances, we can estimate an effective 

functionalization of the mesopore of ca. 8 nm deep.  

Moreover, with the aim to explore the possibility that longer alkyl chains could form a crystalline 

phase able to affect to the pore blockage, we have registered the infrared spectra of all the synthesized 

solids. Using this technique, the evaluation of the packing state of alkyl chains can be conducted through 

CH2 asymmetric vibration.33 Thus, alkyl chains crystalline state can be identified when the band appears 

below 2920 cm-1. In our study, as it can be seen in Figure 3, the position of the mentioned band for solid 

C30 is centered at 2919.7 cm-1, suggesting that the long alkyl chains used do not form a crystalline 

phase. This behavior has also been observed for all the prepared solids. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3.- Infrarred spectra of solid C30 showing the non crystallinity of the alkyl chains. 
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Controlled release. Controlled release performance of synthesized solids was straightforwardly 

studied via the delivery of the dye from the pore voids to the aqueous solution through monitorization of 

the visible band of the tris(2,2’-bipyridyl)ruthenium(II) chloride dye at 454 nm in the water phase. In a 

typical dye-release experiment, 2 mg of the corresponding solid and 10 mL of deionized water were 

maintained under constant vigorous stirring for a certain time and then, the suspension was filtered off 

through a 0.45μm nylon filter. The recorded absorption at 454 nm of the aqueous solution indicated the 

corresponding leak of dye from the pores. All the solids showed a quite rapid delivery rate since in all 

cases the maximum dye delivery was observed in less than two hours.  

Figure 4 plots the dye release profiles for the different solids. The studies show that there is a very fast 

and similar release rate for solids C0, C2, C4 and C6, indicating that when the pore outlets are 

decorated with short alkyl chains (0, 2, 4 and 6 carbon atoms, respectively), the organic modification of 

the pore mouth has a very low effect in dye payload. In contrast, solids C8, C10, C18, C22 and C30 

having alkyl chains containing 8, 10, 18, 22 and 30 carbon atoms, respectively, show slower delivery 

rates, behavior that can be associated with the impediment exerted by the corresponding alkyl chain 

attached in the external surface. By a simple visual inspection it is evident that the longer the alkylic 

chain attached on the surface of the mesoporous solid the lower the delivery rate.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4.- Dye release profiles from pore voids of hybrid solids in the 0 to 120 seconds interval.  
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From obtained  data for C8, C10, C18, C22 and C30 solids, the delivery profile can be adjusted to a 

logarithmic curve with the form y = aln(x) + b. Hence, the time necessary for delivery 50% of the dye 

(t1/2) from solids C8, C10, C18, C22 and C30 was calculated and this value is shown in Table 2.  The 

representation of calculated t1/2 versus the number of carbon atoms of the alkyl chain (Figure 5) clearly 

shows an exponential trendline. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5.- Calculated ½ release time versus the number of carbon atoms of the alkyl chain attached to 

the pore outlets for solids C8, C10, C18, C22 and C30. 

Moreover, differences observed in the ruthenium complex release rate from solids C8, C10, C18, C22 

and C30 can be discussed in terms of a simple diffusion process from pore voids to the aqueous solution 

using the Higuchi model.34 According to this model, release of species from pore voids is dependent on 

the square root of time when delivery is based on a Fickian diffusion process. Thus, the amount of guest 

release, Qt, per unit of exposed area at time t can be described by the simple equation  

tkQ Ht            (1) 

where kH is the release rate constant for the Higuchi model. The kH constant has been reported to 

depend basically on the diffusivity of the dye in the solvent, the porosity of the support, the tortuosity 

factor of the system, the amount of dye present in the matrix and its solubility in the solvent used, 

among other factors. With the aim to better understand the mass transport through porous systems, 
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Higuchi equation has been successfully applied the delivery profile shown in Figure 5 for solids C8, 

C10, C18, C22 and C30.7,8 Figure 6 shows the graphical representation of the dye release from the pore 

voids to the solution versus the square root of time for solids C8, C10, C18, C22 and C30 and the lineal 

behavior observed. 

Figure 6.- Left; linear relationship of release versus the square root of the time for the delivery of the 

ruthenium (II) complex from the pores of solids C8, C10, C18, C22 and C30. Right; release rate 

constant of the Higuchi model (kH) versus the number of carbon atoms of the alkyl chain on solids C8, 

C10, C18, C22 and C30.  

 

The good linear fitting is indicative that the delivery of the dye from the pores of solids is basically a 

diffusive process. The calculated values of kH are shown in Table 2. The plot of the calculated kH 

constants versus the number of carbon atoms of the alkyl chains (Figure 6) shows that Higuchi constant 

decreases as the alkyl chain used to tune the release profile is longer. 

Dynamic simulations. As we have seen above, the dye release rate from the pore voids in solids Cn is 

dependent of the length of the alkyl chain attached on the pore outlets of the mesoporous nanoparticles. 

In order to study this effect in further detail, the gated ensemble was studied by molecular dynamics 

simulations via force field methods using alkyl chains of different length. For this purpose a mesoporous 

silica structure was constructed, taking as base the plane (1-11) of the -crystoballite structure on which 
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large hexagonal nanopores were included, in order to simulate the mesoporous local surface structure. 

The calculations were carried out on a hexagonal unit cell that contains pores and wall thickness similar 

to those found in solids of the MCM-41 family. On this scaffold, alkyl chains of different lengths were 

anchored to the external surface. Due to the huge size of the models needed for this kind of study, the 

calculations were carried out using force field methods. Moreover, in order to find the global energy 

minimum and because of the presence of many local minima, molecular dynamics simulations were 

done to cover the more important parts of the potential energy surface using the thermal energy to go out 

of the local minima. These molecular dynamics simulations were carried out within the canonical 

ensemble (number of particles, volume and temperature were maintained constant) for a time of 10 ps 

with a time step of 1 fs at 298, 600 and 900K (these latter two high temperatures are used to quicker 

achieve a steady state thanks to chains faster motions).  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 7. Dependence of the nanopore size (area in Å2) with the number of carbon atoms in the results 

of dynamic simulations achieved at 900 K.  The line represents the best fit to an exponential law.  

In the built models, the entrance of the nanopores did not show a regular shape. Thus, nanopore size 

after the molecular dynamics simulations was evaluated from the diameter of the biggest sphere able to 

move freely into and out of the nanopore or from the pore total surface when it is observed from the top. 

In both cases similar results were obtained. Figure 7 shows the dependence of the nanopore size with the 
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length of the n-alkyl groups resulting for the dynamic simulations at 900 K. Figure 8 shows perspective 

views of the surface models for alkyl chains containing 8, 12 and 16 carbon atoms. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 8. Perpendicular to the surface perspective views of obtained models for alkyl chains 

containing a), 8 b) 12 and c) 16 carbon atoms, at 900K. Pale yellow, grey and pink have been employed 

for mesoporous base, carbon and hydrogen atoms, respectively. 

 

As it can be observed molecular dynamics predict in general a pore size reduction as the n-alkyl 

groups used in the built model became larger which in agreement with the experimental observation in 

relation to the rate of delivery for different solids. From the built models it was apparent that short n-

alkyl chains were not large enough to fully/partially close the nanopore. In the case of longer chains, in 

the course of the dynamic simulations, it was found that alkyl groups displayed a high mobility due 

mainly to the lack of strong interactions between chains and they trend to freely and randomly move on 

the pore entrance only having occasional weak interactions with the neighboring chains. Therefore the 

built models showed that the pore was in a continuous opening/closure process.  In fact in molecular 

dynamic studies at lower temperatures (298 and 600 K) it was found that the final nanopore size was 

strongly dependent on the starting conformation of the n-alkyl groups and on the simulation time. In fact 

data of pore sizes obtained at 298 and 600 K were in general worse than those obtained at 900 K. An 

a)

b) c)
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example of dynamic simulation displaying this effect of large mobility of the chains and continuous 

opening/closure process can be seen in a Quicktime video available in the Supporting Information 

(Animation from a molecular dynamic at 298 K that was 20 ps long (time step equal to 1 fs) on the 

mesoporous model with C16 groups anchored in its surface).  

Since short n-alkyl chains are not large enough to fully/partially close the nanopore, it is clear that they 

cannot avoid the release of the ruthenium complex. Nevertheless, it could be expected that larger n-alkyl 

groups could close the pore due to its size, and they partially do, but not in a rigid fashion because the 

mentioned continuous opening/closure process related with the weak interactions between them. 

Therefore, although an experimental decrease of the release of ruthenium complexes was observed for 

large alkyl chains, dye massive leak can be expected for all systems from molecular modeling 

calculations. The poor interaction between alkyl chains in these systems and their effect on the nanopore 

size become more apparent if we compare, for a similar molecular length, the behavior of anchored alkyl 

chains and anchored protonated polyamines that are expected to strongly interact via repulsion 

electrostatic forces. For instance Figure 9 shows a parallel perspective views of the surfaces of geometry 

optimized models of anchored alkyl chain containing 16 carbon atoms and the anchoring of the parent 

triamine [-C4H8NH2C3H6NH2C3H6NH2C3H7]3+. Note that although molecular dynamics studies for the 

alkyl chain containing 16 carbon atoms lead at 900K to a partial pore closure (see Figure 8), the simple 

geometry optimization of the anchored chain resulted to a poor pore coverage (see Figure 9) in clear 

contrast to what was observed for the parent triamine which became rigid due to strong repulsive 

interactions between positively charged ammonium groups thus leading to a more effective pore closure 

(see Figure 9). Thus, for a similar chain size, protonated polyamines are able to induce a more effective 

pore closure than the corresponding alkyl chain. This is in agreement with previously reported results in 

amine-functionalized mesoporous materials. 
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Figure 9. Perpendicular to the surface perspective views of geometry optimized models with hexadecyl 

groups (a) and its similar protonated triamine [-C4H8NH2C3H6NH2C3H6NH2C3H7]3+ (b). Pale yellow, 

blue, grey and pink have been employed for mesoporous base, nitrogen, carbon and hydrogen atoms, 

respectively. 

 

CONCLUSIONS 

The study of new protocols for controlled release is a captivating area for scientists due to its possible 

impact in the development of new technologies for cargo delivery applications. We have reported herein 

that mass delivery can be regulated by anchoring alkyl chains on the pore outlets of a silica mesoporous 

support. The release rate of the entrapped dye is close dependent of the alkyl chain length anchored on 

the external surface of the mesoporous scaffolding. The tethered chains build a flexible obstacle that 
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although can have a remarkable effect in the release rate, are not capable of preventing the diffusion 

process form the pore voids. Delivery studied showed that the time necessary for delivery 50% of the 

dye (t1/2) increases exponentially as a function of the number of carbon atoms in the alkyl chain. 

Moreover, differences observed in the dye release rate from different solids can be discussed in terms of 

a simple diffusion process following a Higuchi model. Molecular dynamics simulations using force field 

methods have been carried out to explain the experimental observed behavior. For this purpose, a 

mesoporous silica structure was constructed taking as base the (1-11) plane of the -crystoballite 

structure on which large hexagonal nanopores and anchored polyamines were included. From these 

calculations, molecular dynamics predicted a pore size reduction as the n-alkyl groups used in the built 

model became larger. From the built models it was apparent that neither short nor long n-alkyl chains 

were able to fully close the nanopores. In all simulations weak interactions between the alkyl chains 

were found that leaded them to behave as loose threads. The obtained results may be of importance in 

the design of more sophisticated systems in which cargo payload rate may be important to control.  

 

EXPERIMENTAL SECTION 

Synthesis. General methods. XRD, TG analysis, elemental analysis, EDX microscopy, N2 adsorption-

desorption, UV-visible spectroscopy, NMR and particle size analysis techniques were employed to 

characterize the materials obtained. X-ray measurements were performed on a Bruker AXS D8 Advance 

using Cu-Kα radiation. Thermo-gravimetric analyses were carried out on a TGA/SDTA 851e Mettler 

Toledo balance, using an oxidant atmosphere (Air, 80 mL/min) with a heating program consisting of a 

dynamic segment (10 °C per minute) from 298 K to 1273 K followed by a 1273 K isothermal segment 

for 30 min. EDX analyses were performed on a Jeol JSM 6300 operated at 20kV. TEM images were 

obtained with a 100kV Philips CM10 microscope. N2 adsorption-desorption isotherms were recorded on 

a Micromeritics ASAP2010 automated sorption analyzer. The samples were degassed at 120 ºC in 

vacuum overnight. The specific surface areas were calculated from the adsorption data in the low 
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pressures range using the BET model. Pore size was determined following the BJH method. UV-visible 

spectroscopy was carried out with a Lambda 35 UV/Vis Spectrometer (Perkin Elmer Instruments).  

The reagents employed in the synthesis of solid C0, tetraethyl orthosilicate (TEOS), n-

cetyltrimethylammonium bromide (CTABr), and triethanolamine (TEAH3) were purchased from Fluka. 

Sodium hydroxide (NaOH) and acetonitrile were purchased from Scharlau. The dye [Ru(bipy)3]Cl2 was 

provided by Aldrich. The reagents ethyltrimethoxysilane for C2, butyltrimethoxysilane for C4, 

hexyltrimethoxysilane for C6, octyltriethoxysilane for C8, decyltriethoxysilane for C10, 

octadecyltrimethoxysilane for C18, docosyltrichlorosilane for C22 and triacontyltrichlorosilane for C30 

employed in the synthesis of solids, were purchased from ABCR and anhydrous toluene was purchased 

from Scharlau. All the reactives were used as received without further purification.  

Synthesis of MCM-41. The MCM-41 mesoporous nanoparticles were synthesized by the following 

procedure: n-cetyltrimethylammoniumbromide (CTABr, 1.00 g, 2.74 mmol) was first dissolved in 480 

mL of deionized water. Then, 3.5 mL of a NaOH 2.00 mol L-1 solution was added followed by an 

adjustment of the temperature to 80 ºC. TEOS (5.00 mL, 22.4 mmol) was then added dropwise to the 

surfactant solution. The mixture was stirred for 2 hours to give a white precipitate. Finally the solid was 

collected by centrifugation, washed with deionized water and dried at 70 ºC overnight (MCM-41 as-

synthesized). To prepare the final porous material (MCM-41), the as-synthesized solid was calcined at 

550 ºC using an oxidant atmosphere for 5 hours in order to remove the template phase.  

Synthesis of C0. In a typical synthesis, 1 g of the MCM-41 solid were suspended in 40 ml of 

anhydrous acetonitrile and heated in a Dean-Stark in order to remove the adsorbed water in the 

mesoporous support. Then tris(2,2’-bipyridyl)ruthenium(II) chloride dye (0.6 g, 0.8 mmol) was added to 

the suspension and stirred for 24 hours at room temperature with the aim of loading the pores of the 

MCM-41 scaffolding. After this loading procedure, the orange solid (C0) was filtered, washed with 

acetonitrile and dried at 50 ºC for 12 h.  

Synthesis of solids C2, C4, C6, C8, C10 and C18. In a typical synthesis, 0.15 g of the C0 solid were 

suspended in 4.5 ml of anhydrous toluene and 3 mmol of the corresponding silane 
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(ethyltrimethoxysilane for C2, butyltrimethoxysilane for C4, hexyltrimethoxysilane for C6, 

octyltriethoxysilane for C8, decyltriethoxysilane for C10 and octadecyltrimethoxysilane for C18) was 

added to the suspension and stirred vigorously for 5.5 hours. The resulting orange solid was filtered, 

washed with toluene and dried at 50 ºC for 12 h. This synthetic procedure assures a preferential grafting 

of the alkyl chain in the pore outlets rather than inside the pore walls, which are basically filled by the 

ruthenium (II) dye.  

Synthesis of solid C22. In a typical synthesis, 0.15 g of the C0 solid were suspended in 4.5 ml of 

anhydrous toluene and 2 mmol of docosyltrichlorosilane was added to the suspension and stirred 

vigorously for 10 minutes. The resulting orange solid was filtered, washed with toluene and dried at 50 

ºC for 12 h. This synthetic procedure assures a preferential grafting of the alkyl chain in the pore outlets 

rather than inside the pore walls, which are basically filled by the ruthenium (II) dye.  

Synthesis of solid C30. In a typical synthesis, 0.15 g of the C0 solid were suspended in 4.5 ml of 

anhydrous toluene at 60 ºC and 2 mmol of triacontyltrichlorosilane were added to the suspension under 

vigorous stirring for 10 minutes. The resulting orange solid was filtered, washed with toluene and dried 

at 50 ºC for 12 h. This synthetic procedure assures a preferential grafting of the alkyl chain in the pore 

outlets rather than inside the pore walls, which are basically filled by the ruthenium (II) dye.  

Dye release studies. In a typical synthesis, 2 mg of the corresponding solid and 10 mL of deionized 

water were maintained under constant vigorous stirring for a certain time and then, the suspension was 

filtered off through a 0.45 μm nylon filter. The delivery of the ruthenium(II) dye from the pore voids to 

the aqueous solution was monitorized via the band of the dye centered at 454 nm. 

Computational Details. Just like in previous works, the two-dimensional model of a mesoporous silica 

of the MCM-41 family was built from the crystal structure of β-crystoballite. A cleavage of the crystal 

structure parallel to the (1-11) plane allowed us to obtain a mesoporous model with large quasi-

cylindrical nanopores. This model can be described as a hexagonal supercell with the following 

parameters, a = b = 40.503 Å, α = β = 90.0° and γ = 120.0°. The size of this “supercell” was chosen in 

order to generate pores and walls with similar dimensions (diameter, d = 22.9 Å and thickness, t = 15.5 
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Å, respectively) to those experimentally found in MCM-41 family solids (d = 23.3 Å and t = 13.1 Å). 

The deepness of the pores in this two-dimensional model is 28.7 Å. The terminal oxygen atoms in the 

surfaces and inside the nanopore were protonated. In our system, alkyl groups were anchored in the 

surface. This process was done with Material Studio package,35 Experimental data suggest that all 

possible anchoring points must be used. So, to avoid problems caused by steric effects between 

neighboring receivers, lineal alkyl fragments were firstly anchored and then a relaxation of their 

geometries was allowed. In this model, the size of the alkyl chain anchored in the surface did stretch 

from 4 to 30, where this number alludes to the number of carbon atoms in the group. 

 Due to the huge size of the models needed for this kind of study, the calculations were carried 

out using force field methods. For this purpose, the universal force field (UFF) suggested by Rappe et al. 

was employed.36  In order to find the global energy minimum and because of the presence of many local 

minima, molecular dynamics simulations were done to cover the more important parts of the potential 

energy surface using the thermal energy to go out of the local minima. These molecular dynamics 

simulations were carried out within the canonical ensemble (number of particles, volume and 

temperature were maintained constant) for a time of 10 ps with a time step of 1 fs at 298, 600 and 900K. 

Among the conformations observed during the molecular dynamics simulation, the most stable 

geometry was taken as starting point for a later geometry optimization. The geometry optimizations and 

molecular dynamics simulations were performed with the Material Studio package. In the evaluation of 

the nanopore area (Figure 7), the Van der Waals radii provided by the Material Studio package for each 

element were used. The nanopore diameter has been evaluated that represents the maximum diameter of 

a sphere that moves freely into and out of nanopore.  
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